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Chapter 14: Conctusions
This final chapter summarizes what has been achieved with SCASIS. lt also
discusses what more could be achieved with the present aystem, and what
options there are Íor lurther involvement in High Resolution Imaging. A
simple facility for systematic spectral obseruations at intermediate resolutions
is da*ribed.
14.1 Evaluation oÍ SCASIS In terms oÍ project goals
The work covered by this thesis was intended as a Íeasibility study Íor the applica-
lion oí a redundant multiple shearing pupil plane interÍerometer. In this section we
summarize the results oÍ that study.
ln the Íirst place it turned out to be possible to construct such an interÍerometer
using the concept oÍ shiÍted segmented lenses, as described in Chapter 5. The Íinal
prototyp€ includes options Íor atmospheric zooming and monitoring oÍ the seeing.
Howevêr, the special segmented lenses, and the amount oÍ supporting optics
needed Íor the pupil plane conÍiguration, makê the optical layout complicated. Setup
and alignment are diÍÍicult, and need to be checked Íepeatedly. The instrument
cannot be left on the telescope Íor general use. Initially we used an eight aperture
syslem. The reduction oÍ several objects showed lhat it is much saÍer to work with a
Íive aperture system, which is still over-redundant, but gives more pronounced
visibility peaks.This allows íor more accurate calibration and in particular makes the
correction Íor lhe photon bias less critical.
Secondly, it turned out that the proposed video detector system, using a CCD
camera and two lnlensiÍied TV cameras as described in Chapter 6, was Íeasible íor
the observations. The detective quantum etÍiciency oí the intensiÍied cameras allows
observations oÍ objects down to 6h magnitude. tnitially, the darkcurrent turned out to
be too high to observe the Íainlest sources. An appropriate reduction oÍ the
darkcurrent could be achieved with a simple cooling system. The storage on video
tape allows eÍÍicient storage oÍ large quantities oÍ dala, with sufficienl accuracy in
terms oí geometric distodions, contrast degradations and stability oÍ eventshapes.
Large numbers oÍ video Írames can be digitised and prepared íor processing using
the multi-pass retrieval system. The Íixed integration time turned out to be not
critical in terms oÍ limiting magnitude, but made it impossible to get high signal to
noise in single Írames (Chapter 10). Detector systems put severe limitations on
optical inlerÍerometers, mainly in terms oÍ quantum eÍficiency and local dynamic
range. Comparison oÍ the video system with the digital IPD system (section 6.5)
shows that the video syslem is in many aspects better suited íor use in an interíer-
ometer like SCASIS (with isolated visibility peaks). The countrate is much higher
and the MTF is slightly better. The intensiÍied cameras do not suÍÍer Írom lhe unre-
coverable non-linear eÍÍects caused by eventcentring hardware. The additional
advantage oí on-line moving pictures oÍ pupil and image plane images should not
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be underestimated. During the alignment oÍ a complex instrument, such direct views
are vital. Also, sirce atmospheric onditions can vary on short timescales, a direct
visual impression oí the observed material is very helpÍul Íor scheduling oÍ observa-
tions and selection oí recorded material. We were able to develop additional tools to
quantiÍy such impressions, in lerms oí seeing quality and sharpened images
(Chapter 7).
In the third place, we were able to develop and code the proper algorithms Íor the
reduction oí lhe measured SCASIS Íringes (Chapter 8). In particular, we succeeded
in making a propeÍ correction íor the photon bias in Íringe visibilities and closure
phases, as described in Chapter 9 (and in Chapler 13 Íor line triples). We Íound
various ways to veriÍy the corrections. lnstrumental eÍÍects could be successÍully
removed with a point source calibration. UnÍortunately, il lurned out that delay
eÍíects, introduced by the segmented optics, limit our effective integration area more
severely than atmospheric turbulence. So we use the Ílexibility allowed by the pupil
plane concept o correct íor the instrumental efÍects. Point source calibration does
not cancel the decorrelation over the integration time oÍ the cameras, iÍ the seeing
changed during the observations. This introduces a slight dependency on atmos-
pheric conditions that is not removed by the redundancy. lt can be removed in the
hybrid mapping procedure used Íor the image reconstruction. The effect results
mainly in a lower dynamic range in the Íinal images.
With these boundary conditions oÍ optical instrumentation, detector and data
acquisition system and reduction software set, we could study the Íeasibility of the
instrument Íor actual observations. The ability oÍ a pupil plane conÍiguration to
match the coherence area at the reduction stage lurned out to be not critical in
terms oÍ limiting magnitude (section 10.4). We could still use the matching to get the
same known amount oí decorrelation in diÍÍerent observations. The other main
advantage oÍ the pupil plane system is lhe option to track seeing cells as lhey move
over lhe pupil, thus extending the eÍfective integration time. This requires zooming
on a dominant layer oÍ turbulence. We Íound strong indications that multiple
dominant layers are present most oÍ the time. We veriÍied this in a speciíic experi-
ment (section 10.5). We Íound indeed two well separated layers oÍ turbulence, with
difÍerent properties. Although the liÍetime oí seeing cells was shown to be larger
than the coherence time (a necessary condition íor seeing cell tracking) we
concluded that seeing cell tracking cannot be generally used. Making images oÍ
stellar objects (Chapler 11), we suÍÍered Írom additional decorrelations. The main
sources were íound to be delay errors in the optics, atmospheric turbulence within
the Íixed integration time and (in some cases) smearing oÍ integraled visibility peak
due to waveíront ilts over the apertures. We were able to construct images with
more than 1:40 dynamic range Íor a 3.6 magnitude star, with a Íive aperture
conÍiguration. lmaging oÍ a Íainter system (components closer than 0.2 arcsec, tolal
magnitude 4.5) in an eighl aperture conÍiguration gave much worse signal to noise,
but produced results with a dynamic range oÍ 1:10. This lower value is explained by
the loss oí contrast due to the larger number oÍ strong components in the source


















































































14.1 Evaluation oí SCASIS in terms oÍ proiect goals
Summarizing we can say thal the instrument has been shown to work indeed.
Some oÍ the theoretical advantages oÍ the pupil plane approach turn out to be oÍ
less practical value, due to instrumental efÍects and the nature of atmospheric turbu-
lence. The pupil plane system is in principle well suited Íor high resolution observa-
tions. The complicated optics make it diÍÍicult to operate. Although none oÍ the many
optical elements (apart Írom the segmented lenses) is critical, it is very difíicult to
veriÍy the inÍluence oÍ each individual element experimentally.
Regarding the Íew imaging results lhat have been produced so íar, a Íew points
should be stressed. During all our sessions on lhe telescope, we had moderale
seeing conditions at best. With better seeing, the instrument can be expected to
behave better. The larger coherence volume will give higher signal to noise within a
single integration lime. EÍíects oÍ waveÍront tilts over the apertures (lhe dancing ot
peaks mentioned in section 8.3) and scintillation will be less, making the integration
oÍ Írames more etÍicient. With the present conditions, we had low signal to noise in
individual Írames even Íor the brighter objects. Secondly, we had only two observing
sessions with proper segment lenses. Finally, more objects have been observed
already. Preliminary examination shows that the observational material is oÍ
sufficient quality to allow íor proper reduction and image reconstruction. We are
currently processing observations oÍ P Cygni, Íor which we earlier Íound indications
oÍ asymmetry on intermediate resolutions (Chapter 12).
Regarding the spectral imaging approach, we can make only preliminary con-
clusions. The dual channel setup was tested Íor lhe image sharpening observations
described in Chapter 12. We also tested the "ti l ted Íi l te/'approach Íor scanning a
spectral line. lt is as yet unclear whether we will be able to get a spectral calibration
with suÍÍicient accuracy. Also, a number oÍ questions related to combination oÍ the
channels require a more thorough investigation.
14.2 Evaluatlon oÍ SCASIS In lerms oÍ project development
SCASIS was a rather ambitious project to be started by a small group with little
optical experience. This was realised Írom the beginning, and was a prime motiv-
ation in the decision to work on the GHRIL Íacility. This approach has been
successÍul indeed. The Ílexibility ofÍered by the optical table and general inÍra-
structure allowed us to align the complicated optics without the additional con-
straints that are present in more rigid and less accessible prototypes. In íour
observing sessions the design converged to a stable and working prototype. This is
certainly not much time, compared to the normal commissioning oÍ other instru-
ments.
It is lrue that this same Ílexibility tempted us to perÍorm tests on the telescope that
had better been done in the lab. A lot oÍ eÍÍort has gone in correcting the eÍÍects
caused by manuÍacturing errors in the segmented lenses. Withoul the possibilities
oí GHRIL, we would have been íorced to wait Íor better optics. This certainly would
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have delayed the project, but would have made observations and reduction more
easy. However, without the possibility oÍ on-site experimenting and development,
we would not have been able to produce actual imaging results within Íour years.
I should note here that the original GHRIL concept included an oÍÍ-site laboratory Íor
testing.
In general, the project evolved more slowly than planned. This was partly due to
complications in the optical design. We also had to construct the video data acquisi-
tion system Íor GHRIL ourselves, which could not have been anticipated. Data oÍ
suÍíicient quality íor imaging were obtained only in 1990. Fortunately, by that time
an Alliant FX80 mini-super computer with suÍÍicient disk-space was available at the
Kapteyn Laboratory. Networking Íacilities, especially íor transfer oÍ mass data Írom
the PC had improved suÍÍiciently, as was anticipated in the project planning. In this
respect, the delays worked out in our advantage, since we could do the mass-
processing more eÍíiciently.
14.3 Current mainstreams in High Resolution lmaging
BeÍore we can look into possible extensions oí the SCASIS project, we need to
have a look at the broader context in which such extensions should Íit.
High Resolution lmaging is a developing Íield in astronomy. For a long time,
activities in this Íield were driven by interest in instrumentation rather than by
astronomical demands. Currently, there are several instruments in operation,
producing results on a routine basis (mainly double star separations and stellar
diameters, see e.g. Quirrenbach et a/., 1991 and Ridgeway, 1991). SpeciÍic
astronomical questions can now be addressed.
Historically, there are three distinct approaches towards optical interÍerometry.
Speckle techniques use the Íull aperture oÍ a large telescope. Multi-element
interferometers combine the light Írom a number oÍ distinct apertures. Single
telescope systems like SCASIS closely resemble the multi-element approach, but
deíine subapertures in a single large telescope. They Íorm compact arrays, oÍten
with more baselines than multi-element conÍigurations. Phase closure and redun-
dancy techniques have been Íirst evaluated on such systems, and are now being
incorporated in a number oÍ multi-element applications.
Rather recently, a diÍÍerent class of instruments is becoming available, where high
resolution is obtained on-line in direct imaging systems. These telescopes use so
called adaptive optics, with active mirrors correcting Íor waveÍront distorlions (eg
Rigaut etal., 1991). The waveÍront sensors yielding the necessary input information
need not to be bandwidth limited. This is a major advantage over interÍerometric
systems. In Íringe detecting systems, with the Íringe Írequency scaling with wave'
length, bandwidths need to be small to prevent smearing oÍ Íringes (bandwidth
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size times integration time) and the bandwidth. Adaptive optics systems can be
more sensitive than íringe detecting systems.
The Hubble Space Telescope (HST) is also a direct imaging system, where the high
resolution is obtained by putting the telescope in orbit outside the atmosphere. lt is
interesting lo seo how the spherical abberation in the HST primary mirror causes a
PSF that resembles the one Íor an image sharpening or partial adaptive optics
system (Beckers, 1991). The diÍÍraction limited inÍormation is present in a sharp
peak sitting on a broad plateau. Oí course the PSF oÍ the HST is stable in time,
whereas the PSF oÍ ground based systems is dependenl on atmospheric condi-
tions. The main efÍecl oí the spherical abberalion is that more time is needed to
build up suÍíicienl signal to noise in HST observations. In ground based systems,
we need to measure the instantaneous PSF, which is diÍíicult since almospheric
conditions can change on relatively short timescales.
With ground based 8 meter class telescopes equipped with adaptive optics and
designed lo minimise dome seeing, one can observe most oÍ the sources now being
looked at with intermediate size interÍerometers. Of course, to get accurate informa-
tion on submilliarcsecond scales, long baseline optical interferometers are needed.
Since such telescopes and interferometers become more generally available now,
there will be less and less need íor complicated interíerometric systems that get to
the difÍraction limit oí a conventional 4 meter class telescope.
However, even with the current state oÍ partial adaptive systems there is clearly a
íuture Íor ground based high resolulion imaging on baselines up to a Íew meters.
There exist many objects with interesting structure at scales oí 0.1 to 0.0'l arcsec
(see e.g. Ridgway, 1989). Most of them will not be studies with the HST, and some
oÍ lhem will be hard to study with present day adaptive optics systems. I would like
to highlight one possible application Íor which single telescope interÍerometers are
very well suited: the long term monitoring oÍ speciÍic objects, preÍerably in a limited
number oí speclral lines. In my view, such monitoring will be done most eÍÍiciently
with simple instruments operating on a regular iÍ not continuous basis. Such
systems can proÍit Írom patches with good seeing in an optimum way. Whether
such instruments should use a multi aperture approach is a diÍferent question.
14.4 Posslble extenslons and applications Íor SCASIS
Within the general context thus sel, what more can be done with the SCASIS
interíerometer?
From the summary given in the íirst section, we can conclude that the SCASIS
intederometer in its present state is not íeasible Íor use as a common user instru-
ment. From the previous section we conclude that it is not worthwhile to spend an
additional amount oÍ manpower and Íunding in changing or improving the present
set-up. This does not prevent us Írom using it to observe specific objects oí magni-
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tude 6 or brighter with dynamic ranges up to 50. Apart Írom the observational
material that is currently being processed, other objects of astronomical interest
could be observed as well. Interested astronomers should realise however, that
there is as yet no such thing as "Service Observations with SCASIS". Pilot observa-
tions using Íirst order techniques l ike image sharpening are highly recommended to
provide inÍormation on intermediate resolution. Observations with three apertures
should be made to get a Íirsl impression oÍ the extent oÍ the source structure. This
is necessary in partlcular Íor spectral observations. The object oÍ interest should be
observed at more position angles than we used so far (at least eight). PreÍerably,
the object should be observed multiple times during the observing session, allowing
Íor selection oÍ the best data and consistency checks. The over-redundancy present
even in a Íive aperture configuration allows for reconstruction of intederometer
phases with a number oÍ internal consistency checks.
It is clear that the concept oí spectral imaging with a dual channel system can be
Íurther explored. At the moment, only Íew instruments can make spectral observa-
tions with high spatial resolution. Proper evaluation oÍ the SCASIS spectral mode
will therefore add inÍormation that is not available Írom other sources. Existing
observational material can be analyzed to demonstrate the Íeasibil i ty oÍ the l ine
lriple approach. However, we think that proper implementation oÍ the spectral mode
at higher spectral resolutions needs to be driven by astronomical interest in speciÍic
sources. As was mentioned above, independent pilot measurements are highly
recommended.
ïhe SCASIS inleíerometer can also be used to analyze the general behaviour oÍ
interferometric systems with l imited supporl in spatial Írequencies. Such analysis in
terms of dynamic range and signal to noise would give relevanl inÍormation Íor the
design oÍ e.g. telescopes with partial adaptive optics. The over-redundant pupil
plane conÍiguration makes the SCASIS interÍerometer well suited for such experi-
ments, provided delay errors in the segmented lenses can be reduced.
14.5 A Twin Spectra l  lmage Sharpening fac i l i ty
What kind oÍ participation beyond SCASIS could the Dutch astronomical community
have in High Resolution lmaging?
Extension oÍ the SCASIS inteíerometer to a common user instrument is not
Íeasible. As I mentioned earlier in this chapter, the development oÍ new
inteíerometric systems on 4 m class telescopes is not very eÍÍicient with the
increasing number of well designed large telescopes with adaptive optics. The
construction oÍ a long baseline multi-element inteíerometer is a major investment in
manpower and funding, and requires a lot oÍ expertise. Such a project could only be
started in an international collaboration. An obvious approach would be to look into
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14.5 A Twin Spoctral lmage Sharpening íacility
However, we can think oí smaller instruments yielding interesting science at an
intermediate resolution Íor a wide range oÍ objects. At the end oÍ this thesis I would
like to elaborate a bit on such an instrument, Íollowing a suggestion originally made
by Jan Noordam. Although the instrument is not an interÍerometer, it incorporates
many oÍ the tools developed for SCASIS.
Suppose we have a 1 meter class telescope, with a íocal station that is available to
us all the time. On that íocal station a simple two aperture dual channel setup can
be made (Figure 14.1). The system closely resembles the Spectral mage Sharpen-
ing setup described in Chapter 12. An image is íormed in each quadrant on the
detector. Since the system has two apertures, we have in Íact two dual channel
systems operating simultaneously.
The syslem will primarily be used íor Spectral lmage Sharpening oÍ a selected
number oÍ objects. On-line analysis oÍ diÍíerential motion oÍ the two broad band
channels gives continuous seeing estimates. Experience with SCASIS learns that
even though the apertures are ralher large (matched to 3rr) the seeing estimates
are accurate enough to be used Íor e.g. long term site evaluation. Primarily
however, the seeing and scintillation data will be used to Íind the patches with the
best seeing, and Ílag them íor processing. I suggest lhat the instrument stores the
video data continuously during the night and makes on-line seeing analysis. The
best íew hours oí observations Íound Íor a night are sharpened during daytime. This
brings down the datarate Írom Íive videotapes per night to some ten sets of images.







Figure 14.1 Optical layout for a Twin Spectral Image Sharpening facility (T-S|S).
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The parallel dual channel systems can be used in two diÍÍerent ways. For brighter
objects, each system has a 10 nm bandwidth Íi l ter in the broad band and a 1 nm
Íilter in the narrow band. Each 10 nm band has sufÍicient Í lux for the centroiding.
The broad band centroids are used to correct both channels. From the sharpened
images, a l ine and continuum image can be constructed (reÍer to Chapter 12). This
way we can measure either two difÍerent l ines simultaneously, or halve the necess-
ary observation time Íor a single l ine. For weaker objects, both broad band channels
have fi l ters with bandwidths oÍ order 100 nm. One narrow band channel has a 10
nm fi lter, the other a 1 nm íi lter. This way we again get a simultaneous measure-
ment oÍ the 1 nm and'l 0 nm bands. Írom which l ine and continuum imaoes can be
constructed.
The systems optics are in principle simple, so care can be taken to optimise
towards automated operation. One can think of Í i l ter wheels, automatic Íocus
correction and an electronic diaphragm matched to the seeing cell size by advanced
software driven by the diÍÍerential seeing monitor. The system would be ideal to
observe relatively bright sources with interesting properties in spectral l ines, in
particular if they are suspected to show variabil ity. Since the instrument is available
all the time, one can aÍÍord to throw away 95% oÍ the observations. Although this
sounds like a waste of telescope time, it is certainly more eÍÍective than spending a
long time to improve intrinsically bad data.
A twin spectral image sharpening facil i ty may not have the Ílavour and polit ical
attractiveness oÍ an eight element long baseline interÍerometer. However, lhe
advanced software and hardware that are necessary Íor aulomated operation are a
challenge in themselves. The systematic astronomy that could be done with such a
system is so even more.
I would l ike to stress once more that even a relatively straightÍorward system like
this should be primarily motivated by speciÍic astronomical questions, and be
developed such as to give the answers to those questions in an optimal way. The
results oí Chapter 11 and 12 leave suÍÍicient open questions lo motivate Íurther
research in the objects mentioned there.
